Information for the examination "Fahrzeug- und Windradaerodynamik (Vehicle and wind turbine aerodynamics)"

- Bring your student pass and passport or blue card to the exam.
- In the lecture room you will find an information sheet.
- Write name and matriculation number on the front page and sign it at the designated position. Write your solutions onto the solution sheets. You will have 2 DIN-A4 or 4 DIN-A4 pages for each problem. If you need more place than the reserved pages, please use the sheets of the other problems also and label these problem parts clearly.
- If you have used all of your solution sheets you can have additional sheets from the invigilators. Write name, matriculation number signature and the problem number on the additional sheet.

**Technical help**

- The invigilators are instructed to give no technical advice to the ways of solution.
- The way of solution must be clearly visible (Computation, Control Volume, equilibrium of energy and forces, mark the position for different points in the diagrams etc.)
- The solutions must be a function of the given variables.

**Auxiliary means**

- It is allowed to use pencils, ballpens, goniometres, circles and rubbers.
- Red and green colors are not allowed.
- Pocket computers are necessary.
- Electrical devices, like cellular phones or others, have to be switched off.

**Prospective dates**

- Results on Friday, February, 26th, 18:00 o’clock on CAMPUS.
- Inspection on Monday February, 29th, 14:00 - 15:00, room 110, AIA.
- Early informations of results is not possible.